
POST OFFICE WRITING ACTIVITIES

20 post office activities perfect for a community helper theme or to Post Office Dramatic Play Preschool Themes,
Activities For Kindergarten, Writing Center.

Print and follow instructions. Provide boxes to sort mail into; aprons for employees to wear; envelopes; mail
bags for letter carriers to use; junk mail; bins for sorting; cash register and play money; blue shirts and caps or
official ones from the Post Office if you can get them donated! Let the Theme planning begin! Letters can be
transported many ways And making those reading and writing activities relate to their real life is awesome.
Children will love looking at the different types of stamps, envelopes, etc. Open activity sheets - Postal
services Have fun with these wonderful workshop ideas provided by Caroline Allard. Use them to decorate
your daycare or a specific thematic corner. Children pick an illustration and search for it on the board game,
using a magnifying glass. Simply set up a tunnel, hoola hoops to jump in, a balance beam, etc. Tell the
children that they will be helping to write a letter Also, show pictures of them from magazines, posters, etc.
The United States Postal Service employs some , workers, making it the third-largest civilian employer in the
United States and delivers billion pieces of mail annually. You may create your own mail truck using a large
box. Teaching the students about the postal service may become the foundation for their careers and life for
them in the future. We all depend very heavily on the postal service. Transport your mailbag on your shoulder.
Pre-writing: Games with educatall. Distribute the mail, pretending to give each child a letter. Allow the other
children to use stickers to address their packages and letters. Take a picture of the outside of the addressed and
stamped envelope. We then use an icing pen to write the address on and use a piece of candy in the upper,
right corner as the stamp! Memory game using educatall. Ask the children if any of them know how to address
a letter. You may only have a postal counter nearby but if you ask, the employee will most likely be happy to
provide a brief explanation of how everything works. There are actually more than thirty thousand post offices
throughout our country. Provide blue shirts, caps, and a mailbag for the costume. Stamp out letters to form
words and spread kindness to family and friends! Children sing the alphabet while jumping on the
corresponding letters. Give those children an ink stamp. When everyone has a letter, the students can open and
look at them. Print out the picture of the envelope.


